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with those of judges from the education sector, with the aim of also
including representatives from these further stakeholder groups in
Awarding.
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ASSESSMENT JUDGEMENTS

Using ‘thinking aloud’ to investigate judgements about
A-level standards: Does verbalising thoughts result in
different decisions?
Dr Jackie Greatorex and Rita Nádas Research Division

This article is based on a paper presented at the British Educational

silently as opposed to whilst thinking aloud. Our article draws from a

Research Association Annual Conference, September 2008, Edinburgh.

wider project taking three approaches to grading.

Abstract
Background
The ‘think aloud’ method entails people verbalising their thoughts while
they do tasks, resulting in ‘verbal protocols’. The verbal protocols are
analysed by researchers to identify the cognitive strategies and processes
as well as the factors that affect decision making. Verbal protocols have
been widely used to study decisions in educational assessment. The main
methodological concern about using verbal protocols is whether thinking
aloud compromises ecological validity (the authenticity of the thought
processes) and thus the decision outcomes. Researchers have
investigated to what extent verbalising affected the thinking processes
under investigation in a variety of settings. Currently, the research

Method
In experimental conditions senior examiners made decisions about
A-level grading standards for a science examination both silently and
whilst thinking aloud. Three approaches to grading were used in the
experiment. All scripts included in the research had achieved a grade A or
B in the live1 examination. The decisions from the silent and verbalising
conditions were statistically compared.

Findings
Our interim findings suggest that verbalising made little difference to the
participants’ decisions; this is in line with previous research in other
contexts. The findings reassure us that the verbal protocols are a useful
method for research about decision making in both marking and grading.

literature generally is inconclusive; most results show just longer
performance times and no alternative task outcome.

Background

Previous research on marking collected decision outcomes from
two conditions:
1.

marking silently;

2.

marking whilst thinking aloud.

The mark to re-mark differences were the same in the two conditions.

The ‘think aloud’ method entails people verbalising their thoughts while
they perform tasks. The resulting ‘verbal protocols’ are then analysed by
researchers. The think aloud procedure is an established method of
researching what people pay attention to, or what cognitive strategies
they are using when they do various complex tasks (e.g. Van Someren

However, it is important to confirm whether verbalising affects decisions
about grading standards. Therefore, our main aim was to compare the
outcomes of senior examiners making decisions about grading standards
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1 Live is used to denote the examination or procedures taking place ‘for real’ rather than as part of
an experimental setting.

et al., 1994; Taylor and Dionne, 2000). Verbal protocols have been widely

wider project is complete, in which Greatorex et al. (2008) analysed which

used to investigate decision making processes in educational assessment

items the participants attended to whilst making decisions and whether

(Cumming, 1990; Sanderson, 2001). Various studies carried out by

these items were likely to be helpful in decision making.

Cambridge Assessment used verbal protocols to investigate the

In this research we focus on one decision-making phase of awarding

judgement process involved in marking varied A-level and GCSE

which involves the awarding committee judging whether a small number

examinations (Suto and Greatorex, 2008a and b; Crisp, 2007 and 2008a),

of examples of candidates’ work on particular marks show the

as well as to explore the process of judging grading standards in A-levels

distinguishing characteristics of performance at a particular grade. For a

(Crisp, 2007 and 2008b). One frequent question to Crisp, Suto and

fuller description see Cresswell (1997), QCA (2008) or Greatorex (2003).

Greatorex from researchers and assessment professionals was whether

The candidates’ work is usually examination scripts but might be a

the method of verbalising alters the outcomes of decision processes.

recording of a drama or musical performance or an artefact such as a

Researchers have studied to what extent verbalising affected the

painting. Thurstone pairs and rank ordering, as well as examples of their

cognitive processes in various settings (e.g. Ummelen and Neutelings,

use in comparability studies, have been frequently described in the

2000). Although the research is currently inconclusive most results show

literature; see for example Bramley et al. (1998), Arlett (2003), Greatorex

longer performance times and no alternative task outcome (Krahmer and

et al. (2002, 2003), Edwards and Adams (2002, 2003), Guthrie (2003) and

Ummelen, 2004).

Townley (2007). Therefore, we will only provide a summary here.

There is one piece of research which answers our question in the

Thurstone pairs and rank ordering involve a group of experts judging the

context of A-level marking. Crisp (2008c) collected decision outcomes

quality of candidates’ work. In Thurstone pairs in this context each expert

from two conditions:

compares a pair of scripts, with each pair constituting a script from the

1.

marking silently;

live examination and the archive examination. Each expert decides which

2.

marking whilst thinking aloud.

of two scripts shows evidence of better candidate performance, without
re-marking the scripts. This is repeated for a variety of pairs of scripts.

The mark to re-mark differences in the two conditions were similar.

When all the necessary comparisons have been made, they are

However, it is important to confirm whether verbalising affects decisions

statistically analysed (using Rasch). The results of the analysis can be

about grading standards because marking and grading are two distinct

used to identify a small range of marks within which the live boundary

but linked procedures in the context of A-level and GCSE examinations.

should lie for the standard from last year to be maintained. In rank

Grading (awarding) meetings involve senior examiners recommending

ordering each expert receives small samples of live and archive scripts

grade boundaries after marking has been completed.

which they rank according to the candidates’ performance. This is

In this article we aim to answer the frequently asked question of

repeated for a number of overlapping samples of scripts. The outcomes of

whether thinking aloud results in different decisions about A-level grading

the rankings are submitted to the same statistical analysis as above.

standards. Ensuring the robustness of research on the psychology of

Again the statistics can be used to identify a small range of marks within

decision making processes in assessment is of crucial importance,

which the live boundary should lie.

especially when using the think aloud method. Therefore, our article draws

There are a number of aspects of awarding meetings and scripts that

from a wider project where the main aim was to find out more about

positively and negatively influence judgements of gradeworthiness

cognitive decision making processes used to make judgements about

(Cresswell, 1997; Murphy et al., 1995; Crisp, 2007; Baird, 2000; Baird and

grading standards. As well as studying the decision making processes,

Scharaschkin, 2002; Scharaschkin and Baird, 2000). To understand some

the outcomes of the decisions were also considered to be important.

of the resulting difficulties we have to bear in mind that A-level and

In the wider project five senior examiners2 made decisions about

GCSE examinations have a principle of compensation, according to which

A-level grading standards for a science examination both silently and

candidates gain marks for their strengths, and there is more than one way

whilst thinking aloud. All the decisions were made in experimental

to achieve a grade. Arguably, one issue influencing examiners’ grading

conditions for research purposes. Three approaches are considered:

decisions is that sometimes the visibility of marks given to candidates’

i.

awarding – part of the conventional approach to recommending

responses and the marks available on the question paper become

grade boundaries,

extraneous information. Two conundrums relate to the principle of

Thurstone pairs,

compensation and the visibility of marks on scripts:

ii.

iii. rank ordering.

●

Some awarding committee members pay particular attention to
questions and marks which are believed to differentiate between

The latter two were suggested as possible future methods of

performances at particular grades (Murphy et al., 1995; Greatorex

recommending grade boundaries by Pollitt and Elliott (2003a and b), and

et al., 2008). This belief might be well or ill founded (Murphy et al.,

Black and Bramley (2008). They have also been used in a series of

1995). Focussing on particular questions at the expense of other

comparability studies (e.g. Forster and Gray, 2000; Arlett, 2003; Greatorex

questions is not aligned with the principle of compensation3.

et al., 2002, 2003; Edwards and Adams, 2002, 2003; Guthrie, 2003;
Bramley et al., 1998; Townley, 2007; Black and Bramley, 2008). The focus of
this article will be a statistical comparison of the decisions from the silent
and verbalising conditions, and is the first in a series of linked studies
which make up the wider project. So far only one other study from the

2 All participants in the wider project had been involved in the live Award for the examination and
met the criteria used in many comparability studies for recruiting participants.

3 Grade descriptors are a written summary of the features of performance at particular grades. It
is important to note these are indicators of typical performance and not criteria to be met. The
grade descriptors are cues to memory which can be used in Awarding meetings. Some might
argue that GCSEs or A-levels did not have a principle of compensation because some grade
descriptors, including those for the science examination in the research, refer to some high grade
performances as being consistently high achieving. However, the principle of compensation
holds as these are indicators not criteria, so students do not have to have all the characteristics
in the grade descriptors to get the grade. For more details about grade descriptors see Greatorex
(2001, 2002, 2003b).
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●

Psychological research from a variety of contexts presented by

with other approaches to assessment. The main body of evidence in the

Greatorex (2007) and later Greatorex et al. (2008) suggests that

public domain is by Kimbell et al. (2007), who used a mixture of

humans are not particularly good at combining information to

Thurstone pairs and rank ordering to assess a series of Design and

make decisions. Therefore, focussing judgements on particular

Technology portfolios in a pilot study. They claim that their approach to

questions might be a successful approach to decision making,

assessment is highly reliable (Kimbell et al., 2007). Of course, there is

if the questions are a good proxy for the whole of the

already a large literature illustrating that the reliability of marking is

examination. After all, the alternative strategy – judgements

generally less than perfect, for example, see Hartog and Rhodes (1935),

about whole scripts – involves mentally combining an examinee’s

Pillner (1968), Willmott and Nuttall (1975), Newton (1996), Pinot de

answers to all questions in the examination.

Moira et al. (2002), Raikes and Massey (2007) and Vidal Rodeiro (2007).

It has been established that the consistency of candidates’

Overall the research is inconclusive regarding whether Thurstone

performance across questions on an examination paper influences

pairs/rank ordering decisions are of similar reliability to more

the severity of judgements of gradeworthiness (Cresswell, 1997;

conventional approaches to making assessment decisions. The present

Scharaschkin and Baird, 2000). Again, this is not aligned with the

research adds to the accumulation of evidence.

principle of compensation.
Given that, arguably, marks can act as extraneous information and that
scripts are cleaned of marks in some comparability studies, we decided
to include the visibility of marks as a variable in our research.

Method
Verbal protocols result from participants verbalising their thoughts as,
or after, they perform a complex cognitive activity. This is an established

How reliable are the judgements made using each
method?

method of studying what people pay attention to, or what strategies

This research also provided an opportunity to compare the reliability

(e.g. Van Someren et al., 1994; Taylor and Dionne, 2000), including

of judgements made under a variety of conditions by using the

decisions in educational assessment (Crisp, 2008a and b; Suto and

different methods mentioned above and by adding the visibility of

Greatorex, 2008a and b; Green 1998; Cumming, 1990; Vaughan, 1992;

marks as a variable. The reliability of awarding judgements is a well

Weigle, 1994; Milanovic et al., 1996).

researched topic. As has been apparent for some time, the precision

they use when they are undertaking a variety of complex cognitive tasks

One of the most established approaches to using verbal protocols is

of awarding is less than perfect. For example, see Willmott and

explained by Ericsson and Simon (1993). The approach is also

Nuttall’s (1975) work about the General Certificate of Education

recommended by Krahmer and Ummelen (2004) because it has a sound

O Levels and the Certificate of Secondary Education, the predecessor

theoretical basis underpinning it, which some rival approaches do not.

qualifications of GCSE. In later research, Good and Cresswell (1988)

The thinking aloud procedure in this research reflected Ericsson and

replicated some awarding meetings for French, History and Physics.

Simon’s principles. For instance, the participants had a practice session,

Good and Cresswell (1988; p. 23 in Cresswell, 2000) concluded that

and were not interrupted whilst providing the ‘real’ verbal protocol. The

‘different groups of grade Awarders can reach decisions about final

exception to this principle was when a participant was silent for some

grade boundaries which are sufficiently similar to be acceptable, given

time and the researcher said ‘please keep talking’. The participants were

the inherent imprecision of the examining process’. They aimed to find

asked to say which script and item they were looking at in the verbal

out what percentage of candidates’ grades would have changed if one

protocols to facilitate the analysis.

awarding team’s judgements were substituted for another’s. They

Initially, the participants made awarding, Thurstone pairs and rank

found that 13% of candidates’ grades would have changed in French,

ordering judgements silently at home. The tasks were then repeated

17% in Physics and 38% in History. This finding might raise questions

whilst thinking aloud as the main data collection phase. There were some

about the reliability of awarding procedure; however, Cresswell (2000)

differences between the script samples and procedures for the decisions

cites Willmut (1981) who showed that the change of 38% of grades

made silently and whilst thinking aloud (more details are given later).

outcomes corresponds approximately to an inter-examiner reliability

This was because there were only a limited number of scripts to work

coefficient of 0.96, which is generally considered to be of very high

with and the arrangements for the main data collection phase took

inter-rater reliability. Previous research on awarding has established

precedence over the arrangements for the decisions made silently.

that the severity of judgements of gradeworthiness can be influenced
by several factors of arguably varying validity. For instance:

Examination

i.

the archive scripts provided (Baird, 2000),

An AS-level science examination from 2005 and another from 2006 were

ii.

the consistency of performance in scripts (Scharaschkin and Baird,

used in the research. The examinations were from the same qualification

2000) and

and specification. The candidates’ work is likely to provide evidence of

iii. whether the examiners see candidates’ work from one
examination or the work of candidates from the whole
qualification (Baird and Scharaschkin, 2002).

numerical skills, written skills, use of diagrams and knowledge and
understanding. Therefore, research results from this examination might
be more generalisable than those from a different subject.
For each examination a total of 45 marks were available. In the live

In summary, experiments suggest that awarding committees do not

examination the question papers were given to candidates as a form in

make perfectly consistent decisions.

which the items and source material (e.g. diagrams) were presented

There is little research in the public domain comparing the reliability
of decisions made in studies using Thurstone pairs and rank ordering
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along with an answer space into which they added their responses.
All the items were worth between 1 and 6 marks. Additionally, one mark

was available on each question paper for QWC (quality of written

awarding and Thurstone pairs the procedures were also undertaken with

communication) and this was associated with one item on each paper

the scripts cleaned of marks. This experimental control was introduced

worth 6 marks (plus 1 mark for QWC). The mark scheme was a points

given the arguably extraneous influence of visible marks in some

based mark scheme.

awarding judgements (Murphy et al., 1995; Cresswell, 1997; Scharaschkin
and Baird, 2000).

Script samples

This gave us 10 different experimental conditions:

The script samples constituted scripts with total marks within the range
of marks considered in the recommendation for the grade A boundary in
the awarding meeting (33 to 37 for 2005 and 28 to 34 for 2006). The live
grade A boundary was 35 marks for the 2005 examination and 31 marks

Table 2: Experimental conditions

Awarding
method

for the 2006 examination. The frequency of scripts in the sample for the
decisions made whilst thinking aloud and the decisions made silently are
given in Table 1.
Table 1: Frequency of the scripts with a particular mark

Total
marks
from
2005

frequency of
scripts in the
silent
conditions

frequency of
scripts in the
thinking
aloud
conditions

Total
marks
from
2006

frequency of
scripts in the
silent
conditions

frequency of
scripts in the
thinking
aloud
conditions

33

2

3

28

0

3

34

2

3

29

0

5

Scripts cleaned
of marks (clean)
or with marks
visible (visible)

Decisions made
Term to be used to refer
silently (silent)
to the condition
or whilst thinking
aloud (VP)

awarding

Clean

silent

awarding clean silent

awarding

Clean

VP

awarding clean VP

awarding

Visible

silent

awarding visible silent

awarding

Visible

VP

awarding visible VP

rank ordering

Clean

silent

rank ordering clean silent

rank ordering

Clean

VP

rank ordering clean VP

Thurstone pairs

Clean

silent

Thurstone pairs clean silent

Thurstone pairs

Clean

VP

Thurstone pairs clean VP

Thurstone pairs

Visible

silent

Thurstone pairs visible silent

Thurstone pairs

Visible

VP

Thurstone pairs visible VP

35

2

7

30

2

5

36

2

3

31

2

3

37

2

3

32

2

4

33

2

5

Scripts were included in more than one condition when the decisions

34

2

4

were made silently. However, each participant undertook the tasks in a

10

29

Guarding against order effects

different order to guard against order effects5.
Total

10

19

For the main data collection phase each participant experienced the
conditions one after the other in the Cambridge offices with a researcher

Participants
Five senior examiners who were involved in recommending live grade

present. (Unfortunately, sometimes the participants did not complete all
the tasks due to time constraints and therefore there were some missing
data). Three precautions were followed to minimise order effects:

boundaries for the AS-level examination in either 2005 and/or 2006
took part in the research.

●

each participant experienced each condition in a particular order;

●

in between undertaking one verbal protocol condition and the next

Conditions

the participants took a break or undertook a distractor task. In the

The awarding conditions reflected the aspect of awarding where

distractor task the participants considered some examination

individual awarding committee members evaluate scripts, prior to coming

questions from an international syllabus (in the same school subject)

to a collective view about where the grade boundary should be. The rank

at a lower level and rated how accurately they thought different

ordering and Thurstone pairs conditions were intended to reflect

groups of examiners would mark the questions;

current/best practices in previous studies. For all conditions some minor
adjustments were made to current/best practices for the purposes of this
research (e.g. asking participants to think aloud).
In our study photocopies of the scripts were used rather than the
original scripts. For each method the scripts were presented as they are
normally presented: awarding with marks visible, Thurstone pairs with
marks visible4 and rank ordering with scripts cleaned of marks. For

●

for any given participant each script only appeared in one condition;
this was also to guard against participants remembering the scripts.

Additionally, the scripts were designated across tasks and participants to
avoid interactions.
For all the conditions, the instructions used for making decisions
silently were similar to those used in the main data collection phase. For
all conditions, only the question paper, scripts and mark scheme were
available for reference. The participants were asked not to use the mark

4 Scripts with marks visible have been used in most of the recent inter-Awarding Body
comparability studies for UK examinations. These studies were conducted using Thurstone pairs.
To explain why cleaning scripts of marks was not necessary in these studies we need to consider
what the participants were doing. The participants were asked to make comparisons at the
qualification rather than the examination level. That is they would be comparing say three
scripts from one candidate who took AQA A-level Chemistry and another three scripts from
another candidate who took OCR A-level Chemistry. For a participant to work out a candidate’s
overall qualification mark they would need to take into account the proportion of the available
marks achieved, uniform mark scale calculations as appropriate, the weighting applied to each
examination to provide the final overall qualification grade and so on. Given this complexity it is
arguably harder to work out how to compare the performances based solely on which candidate
has achieved the higher proportion of marks than to make a qualitative judgement about the
quality of the performance.

scheme to re-mark the scripts. (The additional information that is
provided in live awarding meetings was not provided in this research as it
might have influenced the judgements in the other conditions).
For the main data collection phase the instructions used in the
Thurstone pairs and rank ordering conditions closely resembled the
instructions from the most recent Cambridge Assessment studies in the
5 Order effects in this research could be the order in which the conditions and/or scripts were
experienced and thereby affecting the decisions.
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public domain (Pollitt and Crisp, 2004; Black and Bramley, 2008) with any

marks visible and the scripts cleaned of marks. (Note that for rank

necessary changes in details for the purposes of this study (e.g. thinking

ordering the experts ranked two samples of scripts and the outcomes

aloud). This was to ensure that current/best practices were followed and

could not be statistically combined so the results have been presented

to ensure the instructions matched those generally used in studies as

separately.)

deviations from usual practices which would invalidate the research.

The resulting patterns from the decisions made silently and whilst

The verbal protocols were digitally recorded with the permission of

thinking aloud were compared by scanning the figures. The figures are

the participants. Subsequently, the digitally recorded information was

indicated in Tables 3 to 5. We predicted we would gain an approximate

transcribed.

increasing monotonic relationship from the bottom left corner to the top

Analysis

●

right corner in each table because we expected that:
In the awarding conditions 2006 scripts with higher marks will be
judged worthy of a higher grade on a higher proportion of occasions.
For each awarding condition, the proportion of occasions on which 2006

For example, 28-mark scripts (from 2006) should be judged worthy

scripts with a particular mark were judged worthy of a higher grade was

of grade A on a smaller proportion of occasions than 37-mark scripts

calculated. For Thurstone pairs and rank ordering, we calculated the

(from 2006).

proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts on a particular mark were

●

judged to be better than scripts from 2006 on a particular mark. For

In the Thurstone pairs and rank ordering conditions the proportion of
occasions on which 2005 scripts are judged better than 2006 scripts

instance, we calculated the proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts

will increase as the 2005 total mark increases. For example, in any

with a mark of 35 were judged to be better than (winning against6) 2006

comparison 33-mark scripts (from 2005) should win against 28-mark

scripts of 29 marks. The calculations were undertaken for each mark from

scripts (from 2006) on a smaller proportion of occasions than

each year. The figures were calculated separately for the scripts with

37-mark scripts (from 2005) should win against 28-mark scripts
(from 2006). Also, in any comparison 33-mark scripts (from 2005)

6 When a script is judged to be better in quality than another we sometimes refer to this as
‘winning against’ another script.

should win against 34-mark scripts (from 2006) on a smaller

Table 3: The proportion of occasions on which 2006 scripts with a particular mark were judged worthy of grade A in the awarding conditions

Thinking Aloud

Proportion of occasions on which 2006 scripts were judged worthy of grade A

2006
Mark

30

31

32

33

1

34

v

0.9
0.8

v

0.75
0.6

v
c

c

0.5
0.4

c

c

0.3
0.25

v

c

0.1
0

c = Cleaned

v
v = Visible

|

2006
Mark

28

29

30

31

1

32

33

c

34

v

0.9
0.8

v

0.75

c

0.6

c
v

0.5
0.4
0.3

v

0.25

c

c

v

v

c

0.1
0

v, c

All marks in the grid are from 2006

How to use Table 3
As an example of how to use Table 3 we can see that the proportion of occasions
that 32-mark scripts from 2006 (found in the top row) were judged worthy of grade
A for decisions made silently was 0.25 (found in the left hand column) for the
cleaned of marks condition (indicated by a c in the grid) and 0.75 for the marks
visible condition (indicated by a v in the grid).

12
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In Table 3 we would expect to get an approximate increasing monotonic
relationship from the bottom left hand corner to the top right hand corner. This is
because the higher the 2006 mark the greater the proportion of occasions on which
scripts should be judged worthy of grade A, irrespective of the visibility of their marks.

proportion of occasions than 37-mark scripts (from 2005) should

However, there was a considerable difference between the pattern
of decisions made with scripts with marks visible and the pattern of
decisions made on scripts cleaned of marks. When the marks were visible
the expected pattern was evident. We can see that the expected pattern
was not anywhere near as clear for decisions made when the scripts
were cleaned of marks.

win against 34-mark scripts (from 2006).
All the marks shown in the analysis refer to the total marks achieved by
candidates on the examination paper in question.
According to some awarding committee members it is difficult to
make decisions about ‘rogue’ or apparently atypical scripts, and they
usually avoid using such scripts in making recommendations for grade

Findings given in Table 4

boundaries in live awarding meetings, for example, Murphy et al. (1995).

Overall, in general, the expected pattern is evident, for decisions made:

However, it was assumed for this study that all scripts in the sample on a

i. silently and whilst thinking aloud,

particular mark had the characteristics of performance at that mark. This

ii. with scripts with marks visible and scripts cleaned of marks.

is a reasonable assumption given that in live contexts all scripts on a

However, there are some scripts which do not conform to the pattern.

particular mark are awarded a particular grade.

Findings given in Table 5

Results

For both decisions made silently and whilst thinking aloud the broad
pattern is similar; in both cases as the 2005 marks increase the
proportion of occasions on which the 2005 scripts win also increases.
However, there are a few scripts which seemed to be ranked lower or
higher than would be expected given the mark achieved by the
candidate.

See Tables 3, 4 and 5.

Findings given in Table 3
Broadly speaking there is little difference between the pattern of
decisions made silently in comparison with the pattern of decisions
made whilst thinking aloud. This reinforces the findings in previous
literature.

Table 4: The proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts won against 2006 scripts in the Thurstone pairs conditions

Thinking Aloud
2005
Mark

33

34

35

Proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts won against 2006 scripts

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

34v

30v, 32v

32v

30c

31c
33v

36

37

30v

34c, 31v

32c, 31v

34v

34c

33c

32c, 33c
33v

0.2

2005
Mark
Proportion of occasions on which 2006 scripts were judged worthy of grade A

Silent

1

33

34

35

36

37

29v, 32v

28c, 33v, 34v

29c, 32c

30c, 29v, 30v

30v

29v

31v, 32v, 33v

34c

34v

33c

29c, 31c

33v

28c, 31c

0.8

0.6
30c, 30v
0.4

0.2

33v

31v
0

c = Cleaned

0

29c, 32c, 34c

29c, 33c

32c

v = Visible

How to use Table 4
As an example of how to use Table 4 in the marks visible condition the proportion
of occasions on which 2005 scripts with 34 marks (found in the top row) won
against 2006 scripts with 30 marks (found in the grid) was 0.8 (found in the left hand
column), also the proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts with 34 marks won
against 2006 scripts with 32 marks was 0.8.
In Table 4 we expect to see an approximate increasing monotonic relationship
from the bottom left hand corner to the top right hand corner. This is because the
proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts should win against 2006 scripts

should increase as the 2005 marks increase. The higher the 2005 marks, the larger
the proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts should win against 2006 scripts,
irrespective of the 2006 script mark. For example, in any comparison 33-mark scripts
(from 2005) should win on a lower proportion of occasions against 28-mark scripts
(from 2006) than 37-mark scripts (from 2005) should win against 28-mark scripts
(from 2006). Also, in any comparison 33-mark scripts (from 2005) should win on a
lower proportion of occasions against 34-mark scripts (from 2006) than 37-mark
scripts (from 2005) should win against 34-mark scripts (from 2006).
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Table 5: The proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts won against 2006 scripts in the rank ordering conditions
Thinking Aloud
2005
Mark

33

1

30

34

35

36

37

2005
Mark

29

1

28*

0.9
0.8

29, 33

29

29, 30

30

0.7
29, 28*

26*

33

30, 32

0.6

28*
30, 33

28*
32, 33

0.5
0.4

32

32

33

0.3
0.2

32

0.1

Proportion of occasions on which 2006 scripts were judged worthy of grade A

Proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts won against 2006 scripts

Silent

33
————
Pk 1 Pk 2
30

34
————
Pk 1 Pk 2
33

35
————
Pk 1 Pk 2

36
————
Pk 1 Pk 2

37
————
Pk 1 Pk 2

30

31

30

30

33

33

31

33

33
34
0.8

32

30

30

30

31

34

32
34

0.6

30

34

34

32

32

33

34

34
0.4

30

31

31

32

31
0.2

31

31

32

31

30

33

32

34

32

32

31

32

31

32

34

33v
0

0

* less than 5 participants
How to use Table 5
As an example of how to use Table 5 we can see that the proportion of occasions
when 2005 scripts of 33 marks (in the top row) from pack 2 (in the second row from
the top) won against 2006 scripts of 30 marks (in the grid) was 1 (in column second
from the left); this means the 33-mark 2005 scripts always won.
In Table 5 we would expect to get an approximate increasing monotonic
relationship from the bottom left hand corner to the top right hand corner. This is
because the proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts should win against 2006

scripts should increase as the 2005 mark increases, irrespective of the 2006 script
mark. For example, in any comparison 33-mark scripts (from 2005) should win
against 28-mark scripts (from 2006) on a smaller proportion of occasions than
37-mark scripts (from 2005) should win against 28-mark scripts (from 2006). Also,
in any comparison 33-mark scripts (from 2005) should win against 34-mark scripts
(from 2006) on a smaller proportion of occasions than 37-mark scripts (from 2005)
win against 34-mark scripts (from 2006).

Discussion

A second limitation of our analysis was that the design of the study
focused on the main aim of a wider project – to know more about how

Limitations

decisions about grading standards are made from a psychological

The experimental conditions reflected current/best practices for

perspective – and the purpose of the current analysis was of less

awarding, rank ordering and Thurstone pairs procedures within the

importance in the study design. There are several aspects to this

restrictions of a research study. The first limitation was that the awarding

limitation:

conditions slightly digressed from the awarding practice in two ways:

i.

i.

Participants in the experiment did not have any information in

of participants and scripts which also affects the generalisability of

addition to scripts that would usually be available in the awarding

the study.

meeting (apart from the archive scripts, question paper and the

ii.

The robustness of the statistics is compromised by the small samples

ii.

The scripts judged silently and whilst thinking aloud were mutually

mark scheme). This was to avoid influencing the decisions made

exclusive samples of scripts, consequently, any differences between

in the other conditions, which do not include using such

the modes of grading could be due to the different script samples.

information.

The results indicated that the decisions made silently and whilst

Awarders do not always individually make decisions about the
quality of candidates’ work, although this is not uncommon
(Cresswell, 1997). Individual rather than collaborative decisions
about individual scripts might increase if awarding meetings were
undertaken remotely.

thinking aloud were broadly similar and therefore this design
limitation did not seem to affect the results.

Overall findings
Broadly speaking, verbalising made little difference to the participants’
decisions in the various experimental conditions. This is in line with

Therefore, the awarding conditions in this study might have somewhat

previous research about decisions made silently and whilst thinking aloud

limited ecological validity for decisions made silently as well as those

in a variety of contexts. Crisp’s finding (2008c) that the marking decisions

made whilst thinking aloud.

made silently are broadly similar to the decisions made whilst thinking
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aloud is of particular importance to the assessment community. Our

examination marking). The rich qualitative verbal protocol data collected

findings are in line with those of Crisp (2008c); these studies reassure

in the main data collection phase of the wider research project are still

us that think aloud concurrent verbal protocols are a robust method

being analysed and it is hoped that analyses will add to our knowledge

for research on decision making in both marking and grading.

about how decisions are made about grading standards.

Thus far there is little research literature in the public domain
regarding whether the decisions made in Thurstone pairs exercises, rank
ordering studies or awarding are the most reliable. The literature also
indicates that the visibility of marks can affect decisions in awarding
meetings, although there is no similar research for Thurstone pairs and
rank ordering. In the present study for all conditions we expected to see
an approximate increasing monotonic relationship. For awarding
conditions we expect the proportion of occasions on which 2006 scripts
are judged worthy of grade A to increase as the 2006 marks increase.
For Thurstone pairs and rank ordering conditions we expect the
proportion of occasions on which 2005 scripts win against 2006 scripts
to increase as the 2005 marks increase. The statistics from the present
study suggest that:
●

When the scripts are cleaned of marks, the participants make
decisions along the expected pattern in Thurstone pairs and rank
ordering, but this was not true for the awarding conditions.

●

Decisions follow the expected pattern in the Thurstone pairs and
awarding conditions with the marks visible. The later can be used to
argue that awarding judgements are highly reliable, despite the
research literature indicating that the reliability of awarding
judgements is less than perfect. On the other hand, it can be argued
that given the research literature and the findings of this research,
the pattern is almost ‘too perfect’ for the awarding conditions with
marks visible. Perhaps this indicates that the participants relied
heavily on the visibility of marks to make their decisions rather than
the contents of the scripts or the quality of the candidates’
performance.

Laming (2004) theorises that generally, people can make comparisons
between two artefacts, but they are not able to maintain a standard in
mind and use it to make consistent decisions. This explains why the
participants were arguably better at making Thurstone pairs and rank
ordering judgements (comparisons between scripts) than making
awarding judgements (comparing scripts with internal standards) when
the scripts are cleaned of marks. After all, when the marks are visible,
decisions can be made based on the marks rather than the examiners’
judgements about the gradeworthiness. Indeed, Laming’s theory has been
used to argue that Thurstone pairs and rank ordering are better methods
for maintaining and/or comparing standards than the methods requiring
participants to maintain internal standards, for example, at awarding
meetings (Bramley, 2005, 2007; Greatorex, 2007; Black and Bramley,
2008).

Implications and recommendations
The present research and other studies (Crisp, 2008c), reassure us that
think aloud verbal protocols are a robust research method in the sense
that the outcome decisions are unaffected by verbalisation. Therefore, we
recommend using concurrent think aloud verbal protocols in future
research studies regarding assessment decisions.
This also signifies that our extensive research about the marking and
grading judgement processes utilising the method of concurrent think
aloud procedure is a trustworthy source of evidence. (See Suto et al.,
2008) for an overview of the research on the judgement processes in
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